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Addition Word Problems

1. Paul has sixty-one ball and Sharon has eight balls. How many balls do Paul and Sharon 
have together?

2. Seventy-one ball is in the basket. Three more balls are put in the basket. How many 
balls are in the basket now?

3. Fifty-three balls are in the basket. Five more balls are put in the basket. How many balls 
are in the basket now?

4. Fifty-seven pears were in the basket. More pears were added to the basket. Now there 
are sixty-four pears. How many pears were added to the basket?

5. Jennifer has thirty-nine balls and Steven has three balls. How many balls do Jennifer 
and Steven have together?

6. Sandra has forty-one more peach than Brian. Brian has nine peaches. How many 
peaches does Sandra have?

7. Five red oranges and eight green oranges are in the basket. How many oranges are in 
the basket?

8. Fifty-seven red peaches and two green peaches are in the basket. How many peaches 
are in the basket?

9. Marin has fifty-nine more peaches than Jackie. Jackie has four peaches. How many 
peaches does Marin have?

10. Steven has forty-two more marbles than Michele. Michele has six marbles. How many 
marbles does Steven have?
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1. 69 Paul has sixty-one ball and Sharon has eight balls. How many balls do Paul and Sharon 
have together?

2. 74 Seventy-one ball is in the basket. Three more balls are put in the basket. How many 
balls are in the basket now?

3. 58 Fifty-three balls are in the basket. Five more balls are put in the basket. How many balls 
are in the basket now?

4. 7 Fifty-seven pears were in the basket. More pears were added to the basket. Now there 
are sixty-four pears. How many pears were added to the basket?

5. 42 Jennifer has thirty-nine balls and Steven has three balls. How many balls do Jennifer 
and Steven have together?

6. 50 Sandra has forty-one more peach than Brian. Brian has nine peaches. How many 
peaches does Sandra have?

7. 13 Five red oranges and eight green oranges are in the basket. How many oranges are in 
the basket?

8. 59 Fifty-seven red peaches and two green peaches are in the basket. How many peaches 
are in the basket?

9. 63 Marin has fifty-nine more peaches than Jackie. Jackie has four peaches. How many 
peaches does Marin have?

10. 48 Steven has forty-two more marbles than Michele. Michele has six marbles. How many 
marbles does Steven have?
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